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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  
 

Overview 
 
Team 5414, Pearadox, began in August 2014. Pearadox is a three-year team which 
believes in to question; to learn; to learn to question as its mission.  The goals of our 
team are to promote unity and efficiency, recognition, and preparation of the future. 
This year, we want to win the Chairman’s Award.  The team meets at Turner High 
School under principle Dr. Morrow.  Our teacher sponsors are Dr. Myers, Mr. LaCour 
Roy, Mr. Bailey, and Ms. Poulin. Our first mentor and coach are Andrew Harnett, who 
works at NASA.  We have 37 club members in our team. We have around 30 parent 
supporters from the booster club.  The team’s current diamond sponsors are NASA and 
NRG, who have donated $20,000. Two of our mentors; Andrew Harnett and Laura Hood 
are from NASA.  Kara Boyer, a mechanical engineer, works at Kinder Morgan and 
supports our base/drivetrain and manipulator team. Clay Scales is a retired engineer 
who works on the manipulator. Our biggest risks are lack of income, lack of district 
representation, and lack of safety. We promoted ourselves in community events such as 
Houston Rockets STEM night, Trick or Treat trail, and Houston Boat Show. We have our 
students mentor every robotics program in our district, our team averages 900 hours of 
volunteering each year. Overall, Pearadox works to promote science, technology, 
engineering and math (STEM), and FIRST in Pearland and around the world. 

 

Mission Statement 
 

“Leveling Up.” In gaming, there’s a term called leveling up, which means 
progressing to the next new level with effort. This is the team’s 4th year, we gained 
new team members and we’re so excited for teaching them about engineering, 
business, imagery, and Chairmans. Our Chairmans group is always progressing us to 
the next level. They constantly find ways for us to Pear Up with our sponsors, our 
community, school district, and other FRC teams. We’re committed to transforming our 
main room, which is a band hall, into a STEM centered workplace. Each year, our team 
utilizes resources to maintain a competitive robotics program. We level up our 
members, taking them from students who never operated tools before to students who 
are employed in technical jobs. Our team is always ready for the next level.  
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Vision  

 
To question; to learn; to learn to question 

 
Team Pearadox strives to create an environment where people feel comfortable asking 
questions (to question), mentors can teach how to find the answers to those questions 
(to learn), and the team can develop skills to find the answers when they are not 
readily available (to learn to question). Team Pearadox strives to question why things 
are done a certain way and not just accept the status quo.  
 

Goals 2018 Season 
 
1. Team Unity & Efficiency 

• Competitive robot 
• Team works together safely, without chaos 
• Team Members stay focused and committed  

 
2. Team recognition/Community Outreach 

• Community understands and values Team Pearadox  
• Sponsors are supported and value their investment in Team Pearadox 
• Other teams value the gracious professionalism of Team Pearadox  

 
3. Prepare for the future 

• Recruit successfully for the future 
• Build a sustainable Annual Timeline 
• Build Pearland ISD awareness 

 
4. Win Chairman’s Award 

● Develop a strong essay that informs judges of our accomplishments  
● Create a video showcasing our team, FIRST, and our community outreach 
● Write and present a fact-based speech during competitions  
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Team & Program Summary:  
 
FIRST 

FIRST (For the Inspiration and Recognition of Science and Technology) is an 
organization founded by Dean Kamen that set out to bring science and technology to 
kids. Mr. Kamen knew students would pay more attention to STEM areas if these were 
presented as a sporting event based on robotics.  FIRST events allow students to work 
side by side with professionals in careers they could one day pursue. Kids as young as 
nine can compete in competitions up until the age of eighteen. Competitions focus on 
safety, partnerships, team building, technology, professionalism and draw from skills in 
science, engineering, business, and math.  The competitions are focused around the 
idea of gracious professionalism and teach kids to become leaders, inventors, and the 
innovators of tomorrow. 
 
Pearadox 

Team Pearadox began in the late summer of 2014 under the mentorship of 
Andrew Hartnett after a group of students finished a year of FTC (FIRST Tech 
Challenge) in their eighth-grade year.  Beginning very soon after the 2014 Lone star 
Regional, the FTC team put together resources, sponsors, and presented their goals for 
a Pearland ISD (PISD) FRC (FIRST Robotics Challenge) team to start in the 2014-2015 
school year.  The measure was accepted, and the team began in Turner High School 
under the direction of Principle Dr. Morrow and our teacher sponsor, Dr. Myers.  Team 
Pearadox draws its members from the three high schools in PISD; Turner High School, 
Pearland High School, and Dawson High School.  The team has a total of 37 members 
and counting, 12 mentors, and is supported by around 30 parents in the booster club. 
Since the team’s first season in 2015, Team Pearadox has participated in many 
community outreach events including building a float for the Pearland’s Christmas 
parade, sending students to DOW Chemical to present our team to an audience, and 
promoted our team and FIRST at the Houston Rockets. 
 
 
 
Team Location and Current Sponsors 
 
Location: Turner High School Robotics Room, Pearland, TX, USA.  
Sponsors:  NASA/ NRG Energy/ Aura Engineering/ Code Ninjas/ Pearland Police 
Officer Association/BNY Mellon/MDA/Primrose/Jacobs 
 
 
Team Impact/Outreach:  
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Pearadox continues to develop its sustainability and community outreach 
programs.  We hosted a fundraiser called Pre-PEAR workshop, in an effort to raise 
money for the team. We taught young students about robotics, promoted Pearadox, 
and promoted FIRST. Every January, we host kickoff events known as Pear Up, at this 
event we host new FRC teams. We guide them through the rules of the game and we 
analyze game strategies together. At our annual open house, we invited our sponsors, 
and community members. We also invited other teams so that they can have their 
robot inspected. Our future looks to bring more events as we develop our annual 
timeline which will educate the community about Team Pearadox and FIRST. 

 
 
 
Relationships & Information Regarding Current Sponsors 
 
Team Pearadox has had a lot of help in building the team into what it is today.  
 
 

● Team 118  
o Providing us “Everybot” to use for practicing and an offseason competition 

(Texas Robotics Invitational) in 2014 
o Providing materials to allow a build of a simple robot during summer of 

2014 
o Valuable experience and mentorship – one of their students stayed with 

us during most of our offseason competitions to assist us 
o A place to practice and tools to use as we prepared for offseason 

competitions 
o Inviting a few members of our team to visit their facility to practice vision 

and learn more about it 
o We wrote a letter recommendation to acknowledge how they helped us  

● Team 3847 
o Valuable experience and mentorship for our first season by teaching us 

the basic uses of tools and knowledge on the parts used in FRC games.  
o Advice on how to talk to the education board to allow for us to get space 

and become an official club under Pearland ISD.  
o A place to practice driving “Everybot” provided by 118 
o Parts to prototype in the early season 
o Insight as to how their team functions, and what they’ve done to win 

Chairman’s Award. 
● Team 5070  

o A fully assembled and functioning drive base, which we were able to 
disassemble and rebuild for the strategy we had over the summer 

● Pearland ISD has given us a large facility to work in, and amazing teachers who 
are also interested in FRC, and have been very helpful in providing an 
environment where we can strive for success.  
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● Companies  
 

o NASA/JSC has donated $15,000 and our mentors Andrew Hartnett and 
Laura Hood are employees there.  

o NRG donated $5,000 
o BNY Mellon, Engineering, Code Ninjas and Pearland Police Dept have 

donated over $3,000 collectively 
o Pearland Lumber Company has donated building materials 

 
● We have been awarded 3 grants from Boeing, FIRST in Texas, and TARP. 
 
This combination of all of our gracious sponsors supporting us has allowed us to come 

this far. We appreciate their generosity and their support.  
 
 
Summary of Team Growth:  
 

Pearadox is a four-year team that was created in the summer of 2014. Early 
participation by ten members of the team in the summer FIRST events around Texas 
including the Robot Round Up, and the Texas Robotics Invitational, built awareness, 
experience, and introduced our team to some valuable supportive teams. The support 
we received from other teams, especially Robonauts, Spectrum, and Gearanautics, was 
very helpful in building more members within the school district as we had stories, 
awards and experience we could share thanks to their help. The team worked to obtain 
PISD school board approval early aided in our taking part in school registration days at 
each of the three high schools in the district. Team has grown from 10 students to 37, 
has built social media sites and progressed from 685 to 930 and counting followers on 
Twitter. With press releases from PISD and sponsors following the team, we have 
begun our journey to impacting the community.  
 
 
Summary of Future Team Plans:  
 

Team Pearadox is working to develop and sustain its core of sponsors through 
invitations to watch events, builds, and “donation events”.  In addition, with the help of 
the fundraising parent support team, we are identifying companies in and around 
Pearland who could benefit from the long-term support of FIRST and Team Pearadox. 
Our fundraising efforts are focused on building monetary sponsors as well as sponsors 
who can donate time in the form of mentors, materials and work areas for machining, 
and daily support such as lunches, food, and refreshments.  
 

One of our future plans is to make renovations of our main robotics room. It was 
once a band hall; however we want to make it function like a robotics facility. Within 
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the next year, we expect to bring the machine shop to the main room, install garage 
doors for our travel trailer, install windows for community outreach and safety, and 
mount a display trophy case. In addition, for safety, our goal is to purchase a full-size 
metal field perimeter. Every build season, we will continue to host invitational open 
house events to thank our sponsors for supporting us. We also display our competition 
robot and invite prominent community members. We also intend to tour teachers from 
the school district from all grade levels at the 2018 World Championship. Finally, in our 
school district, we are aiding in the process of obtaining funding to establish 
competitive robotics programs such as FLL Jr, FLL, and FTC in each grade level. This is 
a goal from our superintendent, Dr. Kelly, after accepting our invitation and attending 
the World Championship in 2017. We want to help establish robotics as a curriculum 
from Kindergarten to the High school level. We would also like to increase our media 
reach by having the team recognized in each of our high school news organizations and 
the public news. We are achieving our goal of sustainability by forming a pipeline of 
inspired students who are looking forward to joining our team when they reach high 
school. 

TEAM OVERVIEW  
 
Team History:  

In 2014, students at Berry Miller Junior High in Pearland ISD came together to 
participate in a FTC (FIRST Tech Challenge) and were able to attract NRG as a sponsor. 
The FTC team members enjoyed the challenges they helped create our FRC team. 
Currently, we have about 35 members and growing number of girls. Each of our 3 years 
we recruited 3 additional mentors. One of our obstacles is maintaining a teacher 
sponsor annually. Ways of how we addressed this is by developing the appropriate 
schedule with our teacher sponsor. Including, we give our teacher sponsor a thank you 
gift during build season and at competition. In 2017, we gave our teacher sponsor a 
Pearadox coffee mug and Pearadox jacket. As an FRC team we competed throughout 
the offseason to gain an understanding of what the FIRST program was, as well as 
develop a strong team bond that we hope will last far into the future. The offseason 
programs gauged interest and dedication for the team members.  We built alliances, 
built our own robot and had successes (we were on the winning alliance for the Texas 
Robot Round Up).  We were able to build a large rookie team of thirty members as well 
as a large number of sponsors and a strong funding base.  

 
 

 
Student Team Members:  
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Being a rookie team built on the FTC team started in Berry Miller, our team has 
23% freshmen, 10% sophomore, 30% junior, and 37% senior, so team Pearadox is 
learning as it moves forward. (Figure 1) 

 
 

Figure 1: Team Grade Levels 

However, the team has done a very good job establishing commitment from all three 
high schools within the district (figure 2). Given the start from Berry Miller, which feeds 
Dawson High School, it isn’t surprising the team has almost 60% of its members from 
Dawson. 
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Figure 2: Team School Representation 

 
 
Team Mentors:  
 

Team 5414 Pearadox has 11 mentors: Andrew Harnett, Kara Boyer, Laura Hood,            
Ami Yang, Lucas Kinion, Clay Scales, David Smoot, Gale French, David Farner, Chris Van              
Hoose, Angad Mehrotra, and Charles Kellerman.  
 

● Andrew Harnett is a computer engineer of NASA, and our coach. He helps the              
whole team with the creation of the robot.  

● Kara Boyer is a mechanical engineer at Kinder Morgan. She is helping the team’s              
base/drivetrain and Chairman’s Award. 

● Laura Hood is an electrical engineer at NASA, who helps the electrical team             
constantly. She brings her years of experience with electrical wiring and other            
electrical related information to the team as well as program management.  

● Ami Yang is a mentor who assists with the base and manipulator sub-system. 

● Lucas Kinion is an electrical engineer for NASA. He mentors the electrical            
sub-system. 

● Clay Scales is a retired engineer. He works on the collector and the shooter. 

● Gale French is a retired engineer. He teaches programming and works on            
manipulator. 
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● David Farner is an aerospace engineer. He works on any subsystem.  

● Chris Van Hoose is a software engineer at Wolters Kluwer. He mentors            
programming. 

● Angad Mehrotra is an electrical and computer engineer a NASA. He mentors the             
manipulator subsystem. 

● Chris Kellerman is a machinist at NASA. He mentors and oversight our team             
members of how to use the lathe. 

Our team has a large number of parent mentors who help us with the engineering,               
computer programming, the business plan, fabrication, safety, and general         
organization. Parent mentors have a diverse skill set including degrees over computer            
engineering, chemical engineering, law degrees, doctorates in education and         
psychology and even biochemistry (figure 3).  

 
Figure 3: Mentor and Parent Degrees 

 
 
 
 
 
Team Sponsors:  
 
The team currently has three main sponsors: NRG, United Safety, and NASA. We 
interact with our sponsors by inviting them to tour our robotics room and to inspire 
them our hard work and perseverance. Items we are working on are: 
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● We write “Thank You” letters to our sponsors to maintain the professional 
relationship with them.  

● Create electronic weekly postcard for sponsors to keep them up to date on our 
progress. 

● Sponsor Spotlight to educate our team on what our sponsors do. 

● Create donation events such as the trailer donation event for United Safety 
(figure 4). 

● Recognition tweets for in kind donations. 

 

 
Figure 4:  United Safety donation event 

 
 
Sponsors 
 

NRG is at the forefront of changing how people think about 
and use energy. Whether as the largest solar power developer in 
the country or by giving customers the latest tools to better 
manage their energy use, NRG is a pioneer in developing smarter 
energy choices.  

Our diverse power generating facilities have a capacity of about 53,000 megawatts, 
capable of supporting almost 42 million homes. Our retail electricity providers — Reliant 
and Energy Plus — and thermal energy division serve nearly 3 million residential, 
business, commercial and industrial customers. 
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A Fortune 250 company, NRG supports clean energy resources and technologies critical 
to our transition to a sustainable, low carbon society. We built the nation's first 
privately-funded electric vehicle charging infrastructure and continue to create new, 
clean energy solutions for our customers. 

 

 
For energy companies striving to achieve safety goals, United 
Safety brings in an unrivalled package of professionals, 
processes and equipment with deep industrial and commercial 

insights. For over 27 years, we have worked closely with customers and contractors 
across the globe to deliver: 
 

● An elite team of EH&S specialists who will promote and strengthen your worksite 
safety culture 

● Pioneering processes with a proven track record of increasing productivity and 
reducing costs 

● Extensive state-of-the-art, innovative safety equipment for a safer worksite 
 
Through our well-articulated service excellence vision, we inspire our team to excel in 
their capacity to deliver service with passion for the business and integrity in keeping 
with our business values. With proven successes globally helped by our growing and 
loyal customer base, we commit to deliver the highest safety performance. 
 

To reach for new heights and reveal the unknown so that 
what we do and learn will benefit all humankind. 

In the early 21st century, NASA is extending our senses to see the 
farthest reaches of the universe, while pushing the boundaries of 

human spaceflight farther from Earth than ever before. Humankind is poised to take 
its Next Giant Leap, far beyond the frontiers of exploration we've reached to date. On 
Earth and in space, the agency is developing new capabilities to send future human 
missions to an asteroid and Mars. Mars once had conditions suitable for life. Future 
exploration on our Journey to Mars could uncover evidence of past life, answering one 
of the fundamental mysteries of the cosmos: Does life exist beyond Earth? 
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TEAM MANAGEMENT  
 
The challenges of creating a robotics team in a large school district are numerous, but 
Pearadox has done an admirable job overcoming these challenges. Some of the 
challenges and our solutions were: 
 

● Bringing and unifying three high schools together.  
o Held team building activities to allow team members to interact with each 

other. 
● Large freshman involvement 

o Held Fall training rotation event to educate team members on the systems 
and introduce them to robotics. 

● Create atmosphere of accountability 
o Created sub-team leads to build accountability for each portion of the 

robot 
● Development of a safety culture  

o Elected Safety Captain so the team can prevent accidents. 
o Implemented a “Safety Pause” to focus on safety issues throughout the 

day. 
 
Team Membership:  
 
Team Pearadox has several expectations and guidelines for new team members. We 
expect members to abide by our rules around safety, team unity, and cooperation. To 
be able to obtain full membership and go to competitions, the team members must; 
 

● Take the safety test and score a 100. 
● Attend meetings regularly where attendance points are awarded.  Attendance 

points will be used to determine competition teams. 
● Maintain passing grades (70) at school. 
● Contribute to the team image by working on non-technical/technical sub teams. 
● Mentor at least 3 hours at a robotics program in the school district 

 
 
Team Principles: 

● Character  
● Friendship 
● Teamwork 
● Leadership 
● Hard work 
● Safety 
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Team Structure:  
 
Team Pearadox is organized around three functions; Engineering, Chairmans, and 
safety (figure 5). Each section and subsection are outlined below: 
 
 
 
 
Electric Subsystem Team  
 
The electric subsystem team is in charge of dealing with the electrical components 
placement and maintenance. They are responsible for the control of the robot, so 
ensuring motors, sensors and lighting are working is this team’s responsibility. It is 
important they be organized to ensure maintenance is easy.  This is the sub team 
that powers us. 
 
Manipulator Subsystem Team 
 
The manipulator subsystem team is in charge of scoring components. This team 
developed the method to grab and hold the game piece. They are in charge of 
designing, planning, and building the manipulator for the competition. It is important 
this team coordinate with the drive train subsystem teams.  This is the team that 
scores. 
 
 
 
Drive Train Subsystem Team 
 
The drive train subsystem team is in charge the robot mobility in the competition. They 
determine the best method to move the robot, build the drive system, and maintain or 
repair the drive system.  This is the team that move us. 

 
 Programming Subsystem Team 

 
The programming subsystem team oversees writing code for the robot. It handles the 
autonomous mode, ensures sensors work, regulates the motors and ensures the 
manipulator picks up totes. This team makes sure the operator and robot work 
together.  This team thinks like a robot. 
 
Business Plan Sub-Team   
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The business plan team writes, edits and presents the business plan. This sub team is 
responsible for managing and reporting the financials, managing sponsors, and looking 
at the future to ensure the team is sustainable. The team creates the foundation for the 
success of the team during competitions and build season. This is the team that 
looks to the future. 
 
 
Strategy Sub-Team   
 
The strategy sub team is responsible for knowing the rules, research on other FRC 
teams, monitoring rule changes and educating the team on the path to success. This 
team facilitated the design discussion and will manage the scouting efforts at 
competition.  This team knows all. 
 
PR Sub-Team   
 
The PR sub team manages the team image. The team handles communication, 
development of the logo, community and sponsor communication, promotes outreach 
events, and strengthen partnerships with other teams.  This is the team that makes 
us look good. 
 
 
Chairmans Sub-Team 
 
The Chairmans sub-team presents our team at competition. The team presents our 
team outreach and impact. The team also facilitates outreach opportunities and 
community involvement. This team communicates the team’s vision. 
 
 
 
 
Media Sub-Team 
 
The Media sub-team films and takes pictures of our team. The sub-team puts the 
pictures on documents and on our website and upload them on social media. This 
team documents our team. 
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Figure 5: Organizational Chart 

STRATEGIC PLANNING PROCESS 
SWOT Analysis 
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Risk Analysis 
 
 

 
Figure 6: Risk Matrix 

 
Risk Mitigation  
 
Facilitation  
 
We maintain our facilities by maintaining our facility daily and, with the help of our 
sponsors, buying equipment. We can keep Turner our permanent location for meetings 
by treating it with respect and following the rules.  
 
District Representation  
 
We can sustain our advisors by talking about our team’s commitment to create a 
successful and competitive robot. We can talk to the district representatives so that as 
we will have enough teacher advisors for the team.  
 
 
 
Income  
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Acquiring more sponsors and in-kind donations to increase our income significantly. 
Organization of the business team will prevent our team from bankruptcy and lack of 
bookkeeping.  
 
Leadership  
 
Our mentors can motivate the team leaders, so they will remain committed. Team 
motto can be used to maintain interest and commitment for sustainability.  
 
Safety  
 
Electing a safety captain can prevent new members from getting injured. Team mentors 
also take care of safety.  
 
Community Outreach  
 
The business/PR team has a clear plan for fundraising and income, which will improve 
the community outreach part of the club. The business/PR team sometimes meets 
outside of build meetings to discuss ways to get members to do some community 
outreach.  
 
Mentors 
  
The team’s unity and efficiency will cause us to succeed in competitions and get district 
support. Recruiting more teacher sponsors for the team from our local high schools will 
increase district representation.  

TEAM IMPACT/OUTREACH  
 
Since inception, we have spread the word of FIRST through our community by 
participating in different events.  
 

● The Pearland Christmas Parade is where we showcased our robot in the parade. 
We spread the message that the Pearland area has a robotics team. The team 
decorated a float and drove it down the street during the parade. 

● The team also spoke with some of the local Boy Scouts introducing them to FRC 
and potentially influencing them to join the team, or to get involved with STEM 
programs.  

● Another major event for the team was Young Automation Professionals (YAP) 
fest at the University of Houston. At this event, the team had the chance to talk 
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and showcase their robot to various company heads, some of the college 
leaders, and students. The members spoke with the college students, telling 
them about FIRST and the FRC competitions and convincing some of them to 
join STEM programs.  

● We hosted an event and fundraiser, Pre-PEAR Workshop. We invite middle 
school and junior high students over to our HQ and teach them about robotics. 
We bought robot Lego kits for them to build. We made a PowerPoint and 
presented to the students. 

● Comicpalooza is an annual event which Pearadox has participated which there 
were 44,000 people. At the event, we promoted our team, we demonstrated our 
robot, STEM, and FIRST.  

● We participated to Spacecom. The event is a global event which has 1,500 
people. At the event we demonstrated the robot, we promoted our team, STEM, 
and FIRST to engineering and aerospace companies.  

● We were invited to the Houston Rockets STEM night. We demonstrated the 
robot, we promoted our team, STEM, and FIRST. We presented to NBA legends 
and students. Not only that, we were invited to the ball exchange on the 
basketball court at the beginning of the game. 

● The team was invited to demonstrate the robot at the Microsoft store at 
Baybrook Mall in the Fall and in the Spring.  

● The team demonstrated the robot at local robotics academies – Code Ninjas and 
Kids Robotics Academy. The team was invited by KRA to referee a FLL Jr. event 
at Children’s Museum of Houston.  

● The team demonstrated the robot at the Houston International Boat Show at 
NRG Centers to promote FIRST. 

● As part of Dean’s Homework, the team demonstrated at the Pearland Police 
Officers Association. This lead to off season projects and sponsorship.  

 

 

 

FUTURE PLANS  
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Team 5414 sets high expectations for everything we do. In order to stay an active 
team, these expectations need to be projected to our goals. We have short term and 
long-term goals. 
 
Short term goals: 

• Promote STEM and FIRST in the community. 
• Build a Pearland ISD pipeline 

• Receive $200,000 worth of robotics room renovations from the school 
district 

• Establish FIRST robotics programs in all grade levels in our district 
• Have the district agree to allowing 20 invitations for PISD teachers to 

World Championships 
• Maintain a team of diverse mentors. 
• Maintain a sponsor open house event 
• Create a Rookie Starter Guide 
• Continue to build connections with local companies to create sponsors 
• Continue to strengthen relationships with other FRC teams. 
• Work with sponsors to develop teams in other communities. 
• Assist in SeaPerch competition programming at the junior high 
• Mentor the Berry Miller FTC team. 
• Host summer Camp 
• Host fundraisers 
• Strengthen relationships with our sponsors 
• Starting junior FLL teams 
• Strengthen the relationship with YMCA 
• Continue to build the new competition robot in 3 weeks 

 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Long term goals: 
 

● Develop a sustainable community outreach program built around an annual 
calendar with focus on developing the next generation of robotic team members 
through FLL mentorships and membership criteria. 
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● Sustain a summer camp program 
● Work with companies to offer internships as part of their sponsorship. 
● Create a path forward for lettering in robotics within PISD. 
● Implement a strong annual program around the robotics team. 
● Host another Pre-PEAR Workshop  

 
 
We plan to meet these goals by using the strategies outlined in this business plan. 
 

ACTION/IMPLEMENTATION PLAN 
 
The team has the following actions it needs to accomplish to meets its stated goals: 
 
Short Term Goals: 

● Continue to promote STEM in the community by participation in the Pearland 
Christmas parade. The team participated in the Pearland Christmas Parade in 
December 2014 and 2015 with its 2014 robot which was decorated and in 2015 
with a large float. The PR sub team will coordinate the event. In 2018, we will 
have a more elaborate float which will be decorated with STEM action items, 
information on FIRST and the team within Pearland.  

● Create a team of diverse mentors. Through our sponsors, newsletter and sponsor 
open house event, we are working on recruiting additional mentors. We currently 
have six mentors and three teacher sponsors. The team will attempt to recruit 
more after the end of the 2017 build season. 

● Continue to hold annual sponsor open house events. This year, several teams 
attend the open house for pre-inspection. PR team coordinates this even. This 
year’s event took place in March. The purpose of the event is to build 
sustainability with our sponsors and help other teams with pre-inspection. 

● Create rookie starter kit. This is to be done at the end of the school year, the 
entire team needs to build lessons learned and improvements which would help 
new teams get going. The kit will have tips, lessons, and advise to any rookie 
team or anyone interested in forming a new FRC team so that they will have a 
smoother start. Team leaders will coordinate. 

● Continue to build connections with local companies to create sponsors. The PR 
team is working on this goal is currently working on local sponsors who can 
contribute “in-kind” donations. Larger corporate sponsors are being identified and 
a small group of students will pitch corporations on the advantages of sponsorship 
in Peardox and FIRST.  This is a year-round activity. 

● Strengthen relationships with other FRC teams. This goal is being accomplished 
through taking part in events with other local teams. Pearadox hosted teams for 
kick off weekend, will attend week zero events with Spectra, and take part in off 
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season events such as the Robot Round Up to meet other teams and continue to 
develop relationships.  The PR sub team will coordinate.  

● Mentor the robotics teams at PISD Junior High and Middle Schools.  This goal is 
being completed right now.  Pearadox is supporting the robotics team at Berry 
Miller, Sablatura, Pearland Junior High South, and Pearland Junior High West with 
the building and programming of their robot. Team members meet once a week 
at the various schools.  

● Continue to work on developing multiple signs and costumes to help with team 
spirit and imagery. This will be accomplished by our new spirt and our new 
imagery leads. They will coordinate the team’s efforts to accomplish these goals. 

● Develop a summer camp program.  This can be done in the next two years to get 
experienced members, this would be held by the entire team in our facility, and 
the program would be shown in the schools of Pearland ISD to get people to join 
our camp  

 
 
 
 
 
 
Long Term Goals: 
 

● Continue to develop a sustainable community outreach program built around an 
annual calendar with focus on developing the next generation of robotics team 
members through FLL mentorships and membership criteria. This would have to 
be done with the support of the community, the team, and help from our 
sponsors so that it can be sustainable. This would be done with help from the 
school board, sponsors, and the team. It is our goal to help the district with a 
K-12 robotics program. 

● Work with companies to offer internships as part of their sponsorship. This the 
PR and Business leads will present in front of our sponsors so that they may 
agree and would have to design a new pamphlet and show reasons of why this 
will benefit the sponsors. 

● Create a path forward for lettering in robotics within PISD. The PR team will 
speak to the school to propose that it would become a letter and will develop a 
criterion for lettering. The team will need to demonstrate sustainability for 
success of this goal. 

● Implement a strong annual program around the robotics team. The entire team 
will have to work together to accomplish this with financial backing from the 
sponsors.  

● Work on winning the Chairman’s award in future years by looking at the 
strategies of teams who have won in the past. These efforts will be led by all our 
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team leads because winning the Chairman’s award requires the support of all our 
team members. 
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TEAM BUDGET  
 
Income 

 
Sponsor Donation 

NASA Sponsorship 
(House Team) 

$5,000.00 

NASA EV $5,000.00 
NASA EP $5,000.00 

NRG $5,000.00 
Code Ninjas $500.00 
BNY Mellon $1,500.00 

Primrose $1,000.00 
Aura Engineering $1,000.00 

Jacobs $500.00 
MDA $1,000.00 

Pearland Police Office 
Association 

$700.00 

Anonymous Donor $10,000.00 
Total Income $36,200.00 

 
Grants Amount 

  
Boeing  $3,000.00 
  
FIRST In Texas $1,500.00 
  
TARP $3,000.00 
  
Total $7,500.00 

 
Fundraisers Amount 

  
Pre-PEAR Workshop $565.00 
  
Family Game Night $3,000.00 
  
Total $3,565.00 
*Carry Over Funds $19,200.00 

 

TOTAL INCOME $66,465.00 
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Expenses 
 
 

 
 
Finance Summary 
 

TOTAL INCOME: $71,552.93  
TOTAL EXPENSES: $39,869.41 
  
CASH: $31,683.52 
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In-Kind Donation 
  

Item 
Number 
Donated Unit Cost Total 

Powdercoating 1 $1,000.00 $1,000.00  
Metal Supermarkets 1 $500.00  $500.00  
ACE Hardware 1 $500.00  $500.00  
    
Total In-Kind:     $2,000.00  
 

TOTAL IN KIND $2,000.00 

 

 

SPONSOR BENEFITS  
 
$500 or less: Thank you card and On-site demonstration at the sponsors company 
building with team and robot. 
 
$500-$1,000: The above, and the sponsor’s link on the Pearadox website. 
 
$1,000-$2,000: The above, and the sponsor’s logo on the team’s competition t-shirts. 
 
$2,000-$5,000: The above, and the sponsor’s logo on the competition robot. 
 
$5,000 and above: The above and your logo on our trailer, on our team banner, and 
displayed in the team pit at competition.  
 
 

 

 
 
 

TEAM FUNDRAISING OPPORTUNITIES  
 
Current Team Fundraisers:  
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Family Game Night  
 
Description: In the fall, the team hosted a family game night, which took place at 
Dawson High School. It included a robot demonstration and $10 raffle drawings for gift 
cards ($50 each raffle) throughout the night. In addition, food was donated, and dinner 
plates were sold for $10.  
 
Advertising: The team advertised the event by preselling raffle tickets.  
 
Materials needed: Donated gift cards, family board games, donated food.  
 
Money collected: $3,600.00 
Costs: $600.00 
Net Income: $3,000.00 
 
End of season Sponsor banquet 
 
Description: In May, the team will host another dinner where tables will be sold to area 
businesses and sponsors for $250/table or $30/ticket.  The team will hold a silent 
auction and sell tickets to the tables to raise money.  During the dinner, the team will 
recognize major sponsors, the faculty who supported them and their mentors. 
 
Advertising: The team will advertise the event by selling tickets 
 
Materials needed: We will look to get items donated for the silent auction by local 
businesses.  The team is looking for a dinner sponsor to offset the cost of the food to 
be served.  The school will donate the location for the event. 
 
Money collected: $5,000.00 
Costs: $2,500.00 
Net Income: $2,500.00 
 
Support: We will need ten/fifteen parents to help run the fundraiser 
 
 
 
 
Pre-PEAR Workshop (Prepare Effort Attitude Readiness) 
 
Description: In the fall, we invited middle school and junior high school students to 
our HQ and teach them about robotics. We organized a group of our team members 
to present, demonstrate, and teach future robotics members. For the workshop, we 
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made a power point presentation to present for the students. In the power point, it 
taught students about STEM, the industry of robotics, how to be safe in the 
working environment, what kind of safety hazards are there, what causes safety 
hazards, the sub-systems of the robot, and competitions in the program of FIRST. 
What we were able to use EV-3 kits that were obtained from  a Best Buy Grant last 
year for the students to build Lego robots. At the workshop, we promoted FIRST, 
STEM, and our team, Pearadox.  
 
Money Collected:  $565.00  
Costs:                     $20.00 
 
 
 
 
Future Team Fundraisers:  
  
Fundraiser:  Summer Camp 
 
Description: The team will plan and host a summer camp to teach incoming members 
of the team about FIRST and STEM. This is also a good chance for the team to raise 
funds because we will charge for the camp. Our target audience is anyone who wants 
to learn about STEM and FIRST in our community. In addition to teaching the 
community about STEM and FIRST and raising money for the team, we will generate 
new members for the team. 
 
Advertising: The team will create flyer, post on social media, and spread the word 
through word of mouth about this event. 
 
Materials Needed: Most of the teaching materials and tools we already have. We will 
need teachers and mentors there to help teach and supervise students while they work. 
 
Money Collected: 
 
Support: We will need about ten parents and mentors to supervise and help teach the 
students. 
 
Bingo Fundraiser 
 
Description: In the summer/fall, the team will host a Bingo fundraiser at a local high 
school. The team is working on obtaining a state bingo license. Tickets will be presold.  
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Advertising: The team will advertise the event by selling tickets. 
 
Materials needed:  
 
Money collected: $5,000.00 
Costs: $500.00  
Net Income: $4,000.00 
 
Support: We will need ten parents/mentors to run the fundraiser 
 
Fundraiser:  Sponsor Open House 
 
Description: In the fall, the team will host a Sponsor Open house at the build facility in 
Turner High School on a Saturday.  Local and large sponsor will be invited to see what 
the FIRST program and the team have accomplished over their first year.  The team will 
be looking for new sponsors as well as building long term relationships with the current 
sponsors.  One focus will be to add new mentors to support the team of mentors we 
currently have. 
 
Advertising: The team will run an advertisement in the Pearland newspaper 
 
Materials needed: Most materials are available in the build facility.  We will need a 
demo of the competition, some set up examples of how mentors can help, examples of 
lessons learned, and a program to walk attendees through the process and stages of 
the FIRST competition.  The program can also be held to generate new members for 
the robot team. 
 
Money collected: $3,000.00 (new sponsors) 
Costs: $250.00  
Net Income: $2,750.00 
 
Support: We will need ten parents/mentors to run the fundraiser 
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Carwash  
 
Description: In the summer, the team will hold a carwash. The team will sell 
tickets before the fundraising event towards the public. We will host this fundraiser 
to increase our revenue.  
 
Money Collected:   $2,000.00 
Costs:                      $80.00 
 

UNIQUENESS OF TEAM PEARADOX! 

Team Pearadox is always working forward to promote FIRST and STEM in the local 
community. We are willing to give our time and effort to build the most competitive 
robot within the FIRST community and build a legacy of a lifetime. Pearadox is willing to 
have all the support, resources and facilities to succeed in the future of the team. As a 
team, we love to say “thank you” in many different forms of expression, including 
making awards for other teams and stems with pears on them as thank you. 
 
Marketing and Branding  

● Team uniforms-make sure we look like a team at outreach events, look 
professional  

● Robot- Anyssa’s PCB, powder coating our robot green 

  
● Pit game theme related pit, relative team colors, pear shapes, LED panels 
● PrePEAR workshop, Inspection Pearfection, Pearing up, Pearatroopers.  
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Team Data 
 
Website: https://www.google.com/+PearlandFRC 
Team Email: PearlandFRC@gmail.com 
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/FRC5414/ 
Twitter: https://twitter.com/frc5414 
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